A smooth manipulator motion is desired to work cooperatively with human hand in transferring an object. In this article, a relationship between movement time and traveled distance of a cooperative object transfer performed by two humans using their right hands in a seated position was investigated. The relationship will be utilized with a minimum jerk model to generate a smooth cooperative manipulator motion in human-robot cooperative system. The cooperative task was done in leftward/rightward, upward/downward and forward/backward direction relative to the Leader. The results indicated that movement time and traveled distance were positively correlated. The relationship between movement time and traveled distance was represented using a regression line. The difference between Leader's and Follower's relationship was relatively higher in leftward/rightward compared to upward/downward direction. In contrast, in forward/backward direction, both subjects show similar relationship. The difference in relationship between sub-direction, major directions and groups could not be identified. In facilitating the selection of the best relationship for the robot Follower, an average regression line representing all Followers motion in each sub-direction was indentified. In the next phase of the human-robot experiment, all human Leaders from this experiment will be tested with the manipulator motion programmed with the average regression line. Moreover, the parameters of the average regression line will be varied beyond the maximum and minimum values of human Follower's regression line parameters obtained in this experiment.
Introduction
Human-robot cooperation is an emerging field that broadens the research opportunity in robotic technology. Arm-manipulator coordination in carrying an object simultaneously from one position to another is an example of various researches under human-robot cooperation field. A manipulator motion mimicking the smoothness and naturalness of human arm motion influences the acceptance of robotics technology for effective collaboration. Some researchers have studied the generation of a smooth arm-manipulator cooperative motion using the minimum jerk model (MJM). Glasauer S. et al studied a smooth, natural and efficient hand over task in human-human and human-robot system (1) .
In their human-robot system, a robotic motion based on the MJM provided better end-point motion estimation to the human receiver. Maeda et al investigated a control method for robot in human-robot cooperative system in carrying an object from one position to another (2) . In their study, the robot did not know the desired location of the human partner. Thus, the human partner arm motion was estimated using the MJM. Finally, the estimated arm position was used to determine the desired position of the end effector of the manipulator in virtual compliance control. However, none of the literatures studied on the generation of a smooth arm-manipulator cooperative motion using the MJM for a trained cooperative task with predefined target location and movement onset (3) e.g. arm-manipulator cooperative motion for carrying a rigid object during part assembling process, etc. In our previous investigation (3) , we have understood that the MJM could be used to evaluate and indicate the smoothness of a constrained human arm motion during cooperative object carrying task involving two humans known as a Leader and a Follower. The term constrained referred to the motion of one subject`s hand being limited by the motion of other subject`s hand during the cooperative task. Also, it was revealed that a signal for movement initiation and information on a location to stop the task was required by the Follower from the Leader prior to the cooperative task execution to generate a smooth cooperative motion. The location to stop the task indicated the requirement to understand the direction and estimate the traveled distance from start to stop location of the cooperative task. Therefore, human could predict a suitable average velocity to move the object with their hand to stop location.
In applying MJM to robot Follower to generate smooth cooperative arm-manipulator motion, either a relationship between traveled distance and average velocity or traveled distance and movement time could be used. However, in this research, the relationship between traveled distance and movement time was preferred (see Eq. (6)). Thus, in this article the relationship between movement time and traveled distance for aforementioned cooperative task in human-human system was investigated. Although the hand movement towards target consisted of two motion phases, the transfer phase from start to target position and precise positioning phase of object at target area (4) , the article only discussed on the transfer phase. The testing, evaluation and selection of the best relationship will not be justified in this article but it will be carried out in the next phase of the experiment. In human-robot system, the change in the role of Leader and Follower does not exist. Thus, a detailed discussion of the groups involved in the change in the role of Leader and Follower over the same subject in human-human system was omitted.
The Minimum Jerk Model
The model had been proven to predict the kinematics aspect of human arm motion including the arm position, velocity, acceleration and jerk (5) . Jerk is defined as the change of rate of acceleration and thus, it is a third temporal derivative of position. Assuming that x and y are the time varying hand positions in Cartesian coordinate, the magnitude of the jerk to be minimized can be shown as,
In moving a human hand from an initial to a final position in a given time t f , the cost function to be minimized is the time integral of the square of the magnitude of jerk,
In our experiment, a one dimensional movement was considered; therefore Eq. (2) could be Vol. 6, No. 5, 2011 simplified as,
Solving Eq. (3) by using the following boundary equation,
one dimensional minimum jerk trajectory equation was obtained,
where is the initial hand position at t = 0, is the final hand position at t = t f . and are the instantaneous velocity and acceleration of the hand, respectively. The also indicates the movement time from initial to final position. The (x f -x i ) component indicates the distance traveled during the cooperative motion. Differentiating Eq. (5), we could obtain a minimum jerk velocity equation,
In Eq. (6), understanding the relationship between movement time and traveled distance will enable the equation to be applied in robot Follower for generating a smooth manipulator motion.
Experimental Method and Equipments

Experimental Devices
The experimental equipment consisted of a position measurement system (Optotrack Certus 3020 camera and Personal Computer), two screen monitors, two height-adjustable chairs and an experimental object as shown in Fig. 1 . Figure 2 shows the experimental object dimensions and configuration. The dimensions of the experimental object were 180 mm (W) x 60 mm (H) x 460 mm (L) and weighted about 3 kg. It was equipped with small infrared light emitting diode (IR LED) markers on its sides. When both subjects moved the experimental objects in any directions, the 3D camera in the position measurement system detected signals from the diode marker and sent it to the main computer. The computer processed the signal (position data) and converted it to a two dimensional (2D) rectangular image mimicking the experimental object translational and rotational motion in real time. The image was displayed on the monitors screen in front of both subjects and its size was 10 mm (W) x 100 mm (L). In leftward/rightward task, the 2D image represented 180 mm x 460 mm surface area of the real object. In upward/downward and forward/backward task, the 2D image represented 60 mm x 460 mm surface area of the real object. The start and four targets position were presented as two parallel lines and if its centerline coincides with rectangular image's centerline, it provides 3 mm gaps to tolerate the image positioning. The targets were positioned in four types of distances (35, 70, 100 and 200 mm) in each direction. Position data (X, Y and Z coordinates with origin at the center of the 3D camera) from each marker was recorded into the computer at every 10 ms of sampling interval. Each data was low-pass filtered by using a second order dual-pass Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 5 Hz.
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Procedure
Three right-handed male students had been selected as experimental subjects which aged between 20 to 40 years old, physically and mentally healthy. Subjects did not report any sensory, neurological, muscular, cutaneous or impaired related problems. All of them had no experiences in executing the current experiment. All subjects were provided with informed consents and instructions on the experiment. In executing the cooperative object transfer, one person acted as a Leader and the other as a Follower. Thus, alternating three subjects (A, B, and C) as Leader and Follower in each group, six groups (Ab, Ac, Ba, Bc, Ca, and Cb) were formed. The capital letter and the small letter indicated the Leader and the Follower, respectively. During the experiment, one subject known as host, worked at the computer (start up the software, recording, etc) and other two subjects known as Leader and Follower worked at the experimental object area. The Leader and Follower sat on their respective chair facing each other as shown in Fig. 1 . The distance between the chairs was fixed for each group and it was decided so that all subjects could move smoothly from the start position to the farthest target on the screen in all cooperative task major directions i.e. leftward/rightward, upward/downward and forward/backward. The major directions were defined relative to the Leader.
Before executing the task, host started up the software and a 2D image resembling the experimental object appeared on the screen in front of both subjects. Host instructed both subjects to hold the experimental object with their right hand and matched the 2D image on the start position. The start position on the screen was similar to the middle point located between Leader and Follower. Mimicking the real cooperative task, the Leader decided and informed the target position to the Follower. A verbal signal was given to the Follower by the Leader to indicate cooperative task onset. Once started, the Follower cooperated with the Leader in bringing the experimental object from the start to the target position together. The 3D camera recorded their cooperative motion and position data was saved in the computer. Both subjects perceived at the 2D image's end in executing the cooperative task. During the task, the Follower was not required to observe and follow the Leader's motion (3) .
Once reached the target, both subjects returned the experimental object to the start position. Both subjects rested for about 15 seconds before executing the next experiment. As mentioned in the introductory section, the research focused on the transfer task and not on the precise positioning. Thus, the targets were merely provided as a guideline to terminate the cooperative task. Both subjects were allowed to terminate the task as they approached near to the target area (only data with half of the image reached the target was considered). The subjects were required to practice by moving the object for several times before proceeding with the experiments. The practice was very important in order for subjects to adjust to the changes of the experimental conditions and familiarized with each other's motion (eliminated the feedback of the Leader motion to the Follower). Furthermore, it resembled a trained motion (as it was done daily) performed by the industrial workers. The experiments were conducted with 10 repetitions for each direction and distance. Only smooth motions were selected in each distance and direction. The selection was based on the calculated minimum jerk value, where value less than 500 (normalized jerk) was considered as a smooth cooperative motion. Statistical analyses were performed using the Statistical Packages for the Social Sciences (SPSS). Differences between the levels of each variable were detected using ANOVA. A significant level for all statistical tests was set at p < 0.01.
Results and Discussion
Movement time and traveled distance-linear relationship
The scatter plots of cooperative movement time, t f (s) versus traveled distance, D (m) for the cooperative task in three major directions i.e. leftward/rightward, upward/downward and forward/backward are shown in Fig. 4 . Group name was indicated at the top of each plot, where the capital letter refers to the Leader and the small letter refers to the Follower. The symbol in each plot was classified based on subjects (Leader and Follower) and sub-directions (referring to each direction in major direction, e.g. leftward in leftward/rightward direction cooperative task). In any plot, the movement time was positively correlated to the traveled distance where all significant values were less than 0.01 (all ps < 0.01). The results indicated that an increased in the target distance will result in a linear increment of the time to perform a smooth cooperative task. The result is in agreement with other researchers although angle was used as parameters in some of the researches (6)(7) . All positive correlation coefficients are shown in Table 1 . Although a linear relationship was obtained, variations of the traveled distance were observed in the plots. The traveled distance variation was observed in the same subject with the same sub-direction (e.g. Leader in leftward direction) and in between subjects with the same sub-direction (e.g. between Leader and Follower, leftward, group Bc and Ca, 200 mm target; upward, group Ab and Cb, 200 mm target). In both cases, the variation arose because subjects were not asked to terminate the cooperative task precisely, however, they could terminate as they approached near to the target area (half of the image is within the target area). Thus, the variations of traveled distance were due to the part of the experimental procedures. 
Representing movement time and traveled distance relationship using linear regression
In previous section, the relationship between cooperative movement time and traveled distance was found to be linear. Thus, the following equation represents the general equation for the relationship between cooperative task movement time, t f (s) and traveled distance, D (m), (7) where m is the gradient of the line and t 0 is the starting time. This equation is true for the cooperative task with a distance equal and more than 35 mm as conducted in this experiment. Figure 5 , 6 and 7 show the scatter plot of the movement time and traveled distance classified based on group and sub-directions. In each plot, the regression line and its corresponding equations for both subjects were indicated. Leader's and Follower's equation is located at the top and bottom of each plot, respectively. In the same group with the same sub-direction, except for the forward and backward cooperative task, the value of the starting time and gradient of Leader's regression line differed from the Follower's regression line. The difference between Leader's and Follower's regression line was relatively larger in leftward/rightward than upward/downward direction. The difference in the regression lines of Leader and Follower in the leftward/rightward and upward/downward direction were due to the variation of movement time between them at the target area. In forward/backward cooperative task, the regression line of Leader was almost similar to the Follower because both subjects utilized same axis and plane to move the experimental object towards the target area (see Fig. 8(a) ). Thus, both subjects could start and stop at the same time. Although both subjects moved their hand with their own rhythm towards the target area, utilizing same plane and axis minimized the variation of movement time in forward/backward cooperative task. Moreover, cooperative task in this direction involved force interactions between Leader and Follower which facilitated simultaneous onset and termination of the task (3) . In contrast, in leftward/rightward and upward/downward cooperative task, each subject utilized different axis and plane and thus, they may not start and stop at the same time (see Fig. 8(b) and 8(c) ). Furthermore, force interaction during the cooperative task was not significant in facilitating the simultaneous onset and termination of the task (3). Therefore, more movement time variation was observed between subjects for the cooperative task in these directions. In either leftward or rightward task, each subject moved their right hand in a different direction relative to their own body; however, in either upward or downward task, each subject moved their right hand in the same direction. Perhaps, this induced the easiness of hand motion and resulted in less variation of movement time in upward/downward direction. In leftward/rightward direction, except group Ab and Ba (same subjects but with a change in their role as Leader and Follower), other groups showed a relatively higher difference in Leader's and Follower's regression line. In group Cb and Ca where subject C was the Leader, the difference between Leader's and Follower's regression line was relatively large. Thus, we could infer that in group Cb and Ca, the differences between both subjects' regression lines were affected by subject C's characteristics. Vol. 6, No. 5, 2011 In each group, the effect of sub-direction on each subject movement time was not consistent. The value of t 0 and m did not indicate that one sub-direction has a slower or faster movement time than the other sub-direction. Moreover, the difference of movement time between upward and downward (8) ; and also between leftward, rightward, upward and downward (7) direction of a single human hand motion was reported as non-significant. The same inconsistencies of t 0 and m values were found for the Follower in between groups of each sub-direction. This was also true when comparing a different Follower with the same Leader e.g. group Ab and Ac in the same sub-direction. With these inconsistencies, it was difficult to identify and select a best regression line of human Follower to be programmed and tested with each human Leader in the next phase of the experiment. In facilitating the selection process in the next experiment, an average regression line representing all Followers in each sub-direction was identified. The regression line will be programmed and tested with the same group of Leader and Follower as in human-human system where the Follower will be replaced with robot. In addition to the average regression line, another two regression lines will be created and tested. The starting time, t 0 of the two regression line will have the same value of starting time in the average regression line. However, the gradient value, m of the two newly created lines will be varied beyond the maximum and minimum limits of the gradient value obtained from human-human motion in this experiment. Also, it is suggested that a non minimum jerk profile (trapezoid profile) be programmed and tested with human Leader in human-robot task. In each test, a questionnaire with an appropriate evaluation method should be provided to identify the most suitable regression line that generates the most comfortable cooperative task between human Leader and robot Follower. The average regression line for each sub-direction is presented in Fig. 9 . The top and bottom equation was for the Leader and Follower, respectively. The minimum, maximum and average values of Follower's starting time, t 0 and gradient, m are presented in Table 2 . The minimum and maximum values were obtained from Follower's regression line in Fig. 4 Leader's motion information.
Follower's motion information. 
Conclusion
We were aiming at developing a smooth cooperative object transfer by human hand and robot manipulator mimicking the same cooperative motion smoothness performed by two humans using their right hands. Prior to the development of such system, we have investigated the relationship between movement time and traveled distance of human Follower motion in human-human system. The relationship was required to be used with Minimum Jerk Model which was calculated based on the Follower motion's data. The analysis revealed that the movement time and traveled distance were found to be positively correlated, where an increase in the traveled distance resulted in the increase of the movement time. Subsequently, the relationship between movement time and traveled distance was presented using the regression line with starting time, t 0 and gradient, m as parameters. A difference value of t 0 and m in Leader's and Follower's regression line were observed in the same group with the same sub-direction. The difference was due to the variation of movement time between Leader and Follower at the target area. A relatively larger difference between Leader's and Follower's regression line was observed in leftward/rightward compared to the other directions. In forward/backward direction, the difference between Leader's and Follower's regression line was almost similar. The effect of sub-direction and group on the relationship could not be identified due to the inconsistencies of t 0 and m value. In facilitating the selection of the best regression line of human Follower to be utilized for robot Follower, an average regression line which represents the average relationship of movement time and traveled distance of all Followers in each sub-direction was identified. In the next phase of experiment, the average regression line will be utilized with minimum jerk model and tested with the same human Leader in this experiment.
